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soon!
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It’s about Perspectives NOT Politics



The obligatory BORING BIO slide!
(sorry)

JaysonEStreet.com
HackerAdventures.world

@JaysonStreet



Humans 
are not the 
weakest link!
They’re the 
least in 
invested in!
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Badges?!?

We don’t need to 
steal no stinking 

badges!

(We can just 
make our own!)



The question to ask yourself now is this…

Do you think where you work is more secure 
from infiltration & compromise than a bank 
which understands and is aware that people 

will try to rob it?
🤔🤔🤔



Let’s Go
Be B.A.D. 
Guys!!!



Perceiving 
threats:

external 
VS

internal



All it took 
was this 
column 

& human 
nature to 

accomplish 
this!



The answer after seeing that is…

You sure hope so!!!
(But you probably know unfortunately your 

company would not fair much better).

😬😬😬



I’m not attacking your network 
with technology & 
0-Days to get in!

I’m attacking your people using 
their perceptions & 

expectations against them!



It’s about 
putting 

people at 
ease without 

them 
detecting 

that’s what 
you’re 
doing.
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Layer 2 
Assertive 

Assertive roles do not mean aggressive! 

What mannerisms & pretext are involved?

Hardware used can be limited but the more 
discreet the better your chances are of success.
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Layer 1
Passive 

Passive roles do not mean wimpy or timid!

What mannerisms & pretext are involved?

Hardware used can be more varied & more unusual. Being explained 
away as “techno thingy something or other”.
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Layer 0

O.M.G.
That 

worked?!?

O.M.G.!! Roles should not be your 1st choice.

What mannerisms & pretext are involved?

Hardware used needs to fit the situation and also will 
likely need to be easy to hide.
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Remember!!!

IF I do find a way 
in ….

(and I usually do)



Then make 
sure your 

employees 
know how to 

respond 
once I’m 
there!!!



Solution 0.

Remember Perceptions!!!!

Don’t just warn your employees show them
how these attacks occur not in theory 
but show them real world examples!



Solution 1.
Interact with employees 

when things aren’t on 
fire.



Solution 2

While you’re out chasing 0-Days, There’s 
7331- days that still haven’t been patched.

Ignore the low hanging fruit start by picking 
up the fruit off the Ground!!!!



Start Educating & Empowering 
your employees. 

Plus Enforcing actual policies that help.

The 3 E



www.truesec.com

Thank you!
Discussion and Questions????

Or several minutes of uncomfortable 
silence it’s your choice!

This concludes my presentation!

 Totes Legit Promise



Interested in me being a teachable moment!
Contact my Supervising Adult

Alex.Guell@Truesec.com

https://JaysonEStreet.com

https://HackerAdventures.World 

Twitter @jaysonstreet

Also on LinkedIn too! ;-)


